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Abstract 14 

Augmented Reality (AR) is a trending technology that provides a live view of the real and 15 

physical environment augmented by virtual elements, enhancing the information of the scene 16 

with digital information (sound, video, graphics, text or geo-location). Its application to 17 

architecture, engineering and construction, and facility management (AEC/FM) is 18 

straightforward and can be very useful to improve the on-site work at different stages of the 19 

projects. However, one of the most important limitations of Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) 20 

is the lack of accuracy when the screen overlays the virtual models on the real images captured 21 

by the camera. The main reasons are errors related to tracking (positioning and orientation of 22 

the mobile device) and image capture and processing (projection and distortion issues). 23 
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This paper shows a new methodology to mathematically perform a quantitative evaluation, in 24 

world coordinates, of those overlaying discrepancies on the screen, obtaining the real-scale 25 

distances from any real point to the sightlines of its virtual projections for any AR application. 26 

Additionally, a new utility for filtering built-in sensor signals in mobile devices is presented: 27 

the Drift-Vibration-Threshold function (DVT), a straightforward tool to filter the drift suffered 28 

by most sensor-based tracking systems.  29 
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1. Introduction 35 

Representation applied to construction has been evolving continuously during thousands of 36 

years. For example, the way in which Egyptians represented the construction of the pyramids 37 

was improved by the Romans for designing and erecting the Aqueduct of Segovia, and 38 

subsequently by the architects of the Amiens gothic cathedral in France. This evolution did 39 

not stop, and representation techniques continued to progress during the last centuries until 40 

today. Probably, the most drastic evolution took place at the end of the 20th century, thanks 41 

to the Computer Aided Design (CAD). Later, information technology was integrated to the 42 

digital design, giving birth to the Building Information Modelling (BIM), which makes it 43 

possible to make decisions about physical and functional characteristics of a facility during all 44 

its life-cycle, from conception to dismantling.  45 



However, the most sophisticated and up-to-date 3D techniques for designing, modelling and 46 

representing construction projects have not been able to substitute definitely paper layouts 47 

on site yet. Digital devices, such as tablets, smartphones or laptops, are often used on site for 48 

illustrating the traditional 2D blueprints that have traditionally been used in projects, usually 49 

by means of 2D on-screen pdf or CAD files. Even though mobile computing is a field in 50 

evolution, its possibilities are not widely spread in current practices. Human skills (e.g. spatial 51 

relations, spatial orientation, spatial visualization, etc.) are still required for processing the 2D 52 

documents and understanding their meaning in real world, i.e. interpreting classical 2D 53 

representations to recognize their 3D implications. These limitations can be overcome by 54 

means of adequate technologies, for example the Augmented Reality.  55 

This paper presents an efficient solution for developing an outdoor application for portable 56 

devices, based on Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR), to represent the virtual model of a 57 

project in its construction site. As will be explained throughout this work, there are different 58 

factors that affect the accuracy and efficiency of this technology, i.e. the geo-location of the 59 

mobile device, its orientation, and the techniques for accurately overlaying virtual models 60 

(dealing with projection and distortion issues), which motivated the authors to obtain a 61 

manner for evaluating and measuring the imprecision due to those causes. 62 

1.1. Aim and motivation 63 

The authors have found a gap-in-knowledge in the underlying theories and current practices 64 

existing today to measure the alignment imprecision of virtual and real objects on the screen. 65 

For many applications, where accuracy of restitution is key, it is necessary to know the degree 66 

of misalignment of the objects represented on the screen by evaluating distances in 3D world 67 

coordinate system. Of course, there have been some authors dealing with the error estimation 68 

of the 2D deviations on the screen, measured in pixels, as will be exposed consequently. 69 



However we have not found in the scientific literature any relevant study dealing with 70 

mathematical estimation of absolute measurements, in world coordinates, of those 71 

discrepancies. 72 

Therefore, the main aim of this work is to present a replicable methodology to mathematically 73 

obtain a quantitative evaluation of those overlaying discrepancies, obtaining the real 74 

distances from any real point to the sightlines of its virtual projections, for any AR application. 75 

Following this evaluation process, it will be possible to have an error estimation of the distance 76 

between real and virtual points in world coordinates. 77 

1.2. Augmented Reality (AR) and Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) 78 

Augmented Reality (AR) is a technology that permits the user to improve and enhance the 79 

subjective perception of reality. AR provides a live view of the environment in such a way that 80 

the components of the real and physical scene are augmented by virtual elements added to 81 

the scene and seem to co-exist with the real world (Azuma 1997). These virtual additions 82 

(sound, video, graphics, text or geo-location), interactive in real-time, are generated and 83 

inserted by means of specialized software and are visualized by means of different types of 84 

hardware, like computers, tablets, smartphones or wearables (e.g. head-mounted displays 85 

HMDs). 86 

A number of authors and sources use different terms to name what is also called Mixed Reality 87 

(Milgram and Kishino 1994; Azuma 1997; Schnabel 2009). According to Schnabel (2009) there 88 

are several subdivisions of Mixed Reality; in a scale, from reality to virtuality, it is distinguished 89 

between amplified reality, augmented reality, mediated reality, diminished reality, 90 

augmented virtuality, virtualized reality and finally virtual reality. This work will be dealing 91 

with technologies framed between the augmented and the mediated reality. 92 



There are nowadays many AR browsers and AR uses applied to many different fields of interest, 93 

like biomedicine, tourism, linguistics, education, sports, entertainment, gaming, etc. (van 94 

Krevelen and Poelman 2010). Architecture, Engineering and Construction, and Facility 95 

Management (AEC/FM) are some other fields of application for AR, which can give many 96 

advantages to improve and enhance representation techniques on site (Behzadan, Dong, and 97 

Kamat 2015; Meza, Turk, and Dolenc 2015; Webster et al. 1996; Zollmann et al. 2014). 98 

A step further is the Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR), a subset of the AR technology. MAR 99 

allows the user to move freely in an open space and see virtual elements added to the user 100 

perspective. During the last two decades, many MAR technologies and applications have been 101 

developed, as well as some surveys and literature reviews to present the state of the art 102 

(Azuma 1997; Papagiannakis, Singh, and Magnenat-Thalmann 2008; van Krevelen and 103 

Poelman 2010; Billinghurst, Clark, and Lee 2015; Chatzopoulos et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018). 104 

Readers willing to have a deeper knowledge about this technology may refer to any of these 105 

sources. 106 

1.3. Potential of MAR applied to AEC/FM 107 

Some potentials and benefits of MAR applied to AEC/FM include, but are not limited to: 108 

contribution to the understanding of PID (pProject iInformation dDocuments) in the different 109 

stages of AEC/FM projects, especially in the visualization of 3D models on-site; identification 110 

and location of existing construction elements, components and materials; improvement of 111 

the communication between the experts (e.g. architects, engineers, etc.) and the investors 112 

(e.g. clients, customers, stakeholders, etc.); better analysis of the work on-site according with 113 

the expectations defined in the schedule; finally, possibility of free movement within the real 114 

space, seeing the virtual model in real time on site from different perspectives (Meza, Turk, 115 

and Dolenc 2015).  116 



Abboud (2014) differentiates the opportunities of MAR in three different stages of the project: 117 

i) In the Design, as a virtual tour of the project (full scale design visualization in situ, component 118 

scaling & clash detection, augmenting physical presentation media, informing the design 119 

process and communicating architectural narrative as a new interface between the virtual and 120 

real scenes). ii) In the Construction (Geo-Locating BIM data on the construction site, task 121 

supporting for construction processes, way finding & site navigation, real-time field reporting 122 

and 4D phasing of construction work sites). iii) In the Post-Completion (training for 123 

maintenance and repair, facilities management, etc.) 124 

1.4. Limitations of MAR in AEC/FM 125 

Construction is a traditional and slightly conservative sector, usually quite cautious to include 126 

innovative technologies, such as AR in this case, being one of the most important 127 

shortcomings that currently prevent their adoption to AEC/FM. Another human factor that 128 

restricts its acceptance is that holding and interacting with portable devices like tablets or 129 

smartphones requires the use of both hands, which can be impractical in some cases when 130 

working on-site. In case of using wearable devices (e.g. AR glasses or HMDs), special care 131 

should be taken because it could be dangerous on-site, as they may limit or overlay the user’s 132 

field of view. Some other sources of problems are related to the learning and adaptation to 133 

new technologies or devices, risk of providing too much information on screen that could 134 

overwhelm the final user or missing the depth perception when using single-screen devices 135 

(with no stereoscopic effect).  136 

Related to technical issues, tracking and registration is still a challenge, even if there are many 137 

solutions and technologies. For example, the most direct and inexpensive method for 138 

positioning, geo-locating the device by means of GPS, cannot be easily applied to indoor 139 

applications. Additionally, most built-in sensors lack adequate accuracy, which derives to 140 



imprecise positioning and orientation. Another technical problem is related to the mismatch 141 

between the level of detail managed by BIM and MAR software; BIM models have a lot of 142 

information and detail, generating big model files that are very difficult to be managed by 143 

MAR applications (Wang et al. 2014). 144 

Finally, as has already been mentioned before and will be exposed in detail in section 2.2, 145 

there are not many methods to quantitatively evaluate the overlaying deviations, in real-scale, 146 

between the real and the virtual images on the screen. The so-called registration error occurs 147 

when the virtual objects displayed in the AR device appear in the wrong position relative to 148 

the real environment. In these cases, it would be desirable to know the accuracy of a MAR 149 

application when trying to obtain the deviation of a virtual point in the world coordinate 150 

system. 151 

2. Literature review 152 

2.1. Existing precedents in AEC/FM 153 

There have been several examples of research on outdoor MAR for AEC/FM applications. 154 

However, the literature review of this section will not be very exhaustive as there are many 155 

other works explaining in full detail its background on AEC (Abboud 2014; Rankohi and Waugh 156 

2013; Li et al. 2018) and facility management (Palmarini et al. 2018). A more exhaustive review 157 

will be offered in the next section when dealing with prior scholarly works related to error 158 

estimations in MAR. 159 

The early prototypes were conceived and designed in the 90s (Webster et al. 1996), proposing 160 

an AR system using see-through head-worn displays to overlay graphics and sounds on the 161 

user’s vision and hearing. It was applied to inspection of concrete reinforcement and 162 

monitoring the assembly of space structures. One year later, Azuma published “A Survey of 163 



Augmented Reality” (Azuma 1997), a key work for AR researchers. In the same decade, the 164 

first MAR system for exploring the urban environment was proposed (Feiner et al. 1997; 165 

Höllerer et al. 1999), developing indoor and outdoor user wearable interfaces by means of a 166 

real-time-kinematic (RTK) GPS system. 167 

Since then, there have been many researches dealing with the junction of AR + AEC (Abboud 168 

2014). Some examples are the use of AR as a communication tool for urban design processes 169 

(Broschart, Zeile, and Streich 2013), for displaying information and data about building 170 

technologies and management (Dong, Feng, and Kamat 2013), assisting in the assembly of 171 

complex mechanisms or installations (Hou, Wang, and Truijens 2015), performing 172 

maintenance and repair (Henderson and Feiner 2007), providing visualization of underground 173 

infrastructures (Schall, Zollmann, and Reitmayr 2013), improving safety in construction (Li et 174 

al. 2018), etc. 175 

Some projects have developed new vision-based MAR technologies that allow users to query 176 

and access 3D cyber-information on-site by using photographs taken from standard mobile 177 

devices, which are used to create or match 3D point cloud models (Bae, Golparvar-Fard, and 178 

White 2013; Golparvar-Fard, Pena-Mora, and Savarese 2009).  179 

There is also commercial software like Augment, designed to show 3D models or media (e.g. 180 

buildings, structures or facilities) with which the users can interact. Bimar is another AR tool 181 

for AEC projects, allowing to visualize and interact with customized BIM models. However, 182 

both of them lack the ability of geo-locating the users and the 3D models. Trimble’s SiteVision 183 

is a new AR prototype that combines a software GNSS receiver and a Google Tango-enabled 184 

phone, therefore providing positioning tracking capabilities in order to accurately align the 185 

design models to the real world (Aviad 2017). Recently, two of the most important 186 

multinational technology companies have released new solutions for MAR: Apple presented 187 



ARKit in June 2017 and Google did the same with ARCore in March 2018. They can provide 188 

very interesting performances, like stability by means of visual-based tracking and surfaces 189 

recognition. However, they are currently supported only by some models of high-end mobile 190 

devices. 191 

2.2. Existing precedents in registration errors 192 

A few studies have been carried out in the last decades for estimating error analysis in AR. 193 

Holloway (1997) characterized the nature and sensitivity of the errors that cause 194 

misregistration in AR displays (HMD in this case): system delay (latency), tracker error, 195 

calibration error, optical distortion, misalignment of the model, etc. However, his analysis 196 

does not provide a model for estimating the overall error of the AR system, neither on the 197 

screen nor in the world coordinate system. 198 

MacIntyre et al. (2002) described a method for real-time estimation of dynamically changing 199 

registration errors, according to the noise and errors of the tracker measurements. However, 200 

this method is not valid for quantitatively evaluating, in world coordinates, the discrepancies 201 

detected on the screen, as to it does not measure the actual deviation between real and virtual 202 

points. It only takes into consideration the statistical properties of the registration errors of 203 

the hardware (mean and covariance of the registration errors, provided by the tracker devices 204 

and modified by the authors for a more conservative error bound). Therefore, it just provides 205 

a 2D region on the screen where the object could be found, but no information about how far 206 

is the real object from its virtual representation. Additionally, their error propagation 207 

algorithm is used to generate an error estimation, for each vertex, as a 2D ellipse on the screen 208 

(after projecting its vertices into 2D screen coordinates, and then taking the convex hull of the 209 

2D points). This method can be useful when working with compact objects whose vertices are 210 

at a similar distance to the view point. However, if the object is very deep, with close and far 211 



vertices from the view point, the error estimate (2D ellipse) should not be the same size for 212 

all of them. For instance, an error on the location of the camera (e.g. GPS precision) induces a 213 

larger discrepancy on the screen to those points that are closer to the view point (this issue is 214 

explained with a real example in section 4, Discussion and synthesis).  215 

Vigueras Gomez et al. (2005) focused only on the suitability of the theoretical pinhole model 216 

of the cameras to accurately represent the virtual objects on the screen. They evaluated the 217 

influence of the camera in the AR context measuring pixel errors on the screen, but without 218 

analyzing the discrepancies of their representation in the real scene in world coordinates (real-219 

scale distances). 220 

Up to the last decade, some tracking error estimation methods had been developed, but they 221 

could not be integrated because of computational speed and accuracy. Bian et al. (2008) 222 

created a real-time tracking error estimation (RTEE) algorithm, simulating the multiple causes 223 

that can produce them. Then, they compared these results with the errors measured on the 224 

screen, in order to warn the user about them and to implement their correction to the tracking 225 

method, improving accuracy. The discrepancy of the error on the screen was computed by 226 

means of a linecode marker-based tracking method, using longitudinal fiducial marks adhered 227 

to the pipes of the facilities. This methodology has several limitations, like the need of 228 

disposing markers along the site, affected by multiple factors like distance, size, spatial 229 

disposition, visibility occlusions, etc. Moreover, it is useful for estimating the pose of the user, 230 

but not for the position of the objects of the scene. 231 

For the project Smart Vidente, Schall et al. (2013) used a visual procedure: For assessing the 232 

overall re-projection error, they set a bullseye as a reference grid (concentric circular rings 233 

plotted with an offset of 5 cm) over a highly accurate surveyed reference point (Fig.  1). The 234 

virtual flag of the reference point, in this figure a red cross with a vertical line, should be 235 



visualized in the real world over the exact center of the grid if the precision was perfect. Then, 236 

they took screenshots from several positions around the reference point, visually recording 237 

the apparent distance of the virtual flag from the center of the grid. This technique could work 238 

for achieving the aim of the present work, but it is a rough approximation and does not take 239 

into consideration that the virtual flag is not really placed on the plane of the bullseye, but at 240 

any point of the sightline crossing that plane. As a result, the virtual flag could represent the 241 

projection of any of the points of that sightline, not only the one intersecting the bullseye. Fig.  242 

1 graphically explains the problem: the user would see the perspective shown at the top right 243 

corner, interpreting that the 2D screen representation of the virtual flag (Pv1=Pv2=Pv3) is on 244 

the bullseye plane and its distance to the real point is nearly 15 units (Pv1). However, the user 245 

would have seen exactly the same perspective if the virtual flag would have been located in 246 

the 3D scene at any of the two other locations shown in the main image (Pv2 and Pv3). In one 247 

case, the distance of the virtual flag (Pv2) to the center of the bullseye (Pr) would be nearly 15 248 

units in horizontal and 10 in vertical over the bullseye plane; and in the other case, the 249 

distance of the virtual flag (Pv3) would be more than 20 units in horizontal and 26 in vertical 250 

under the bullseye plane. 251 



 252 

Fig.  1.  Depth problem with quantitative evaluation of AR discrepancies. Main image: possible locations 253 

of the virtual flags. Top right corner: perspective by the user, the same 2D screen representation of the 254 

virtual flag for three possible locations in the 3D scene. 255 

3. Methodology and results 256 

3.1. CEsARe, the MAR application 257 

This paper will show the benefits of its contributions applied to a new MAR application, 258 

CEsARe (Construction Engineering software for Augmented Reality). This is a software-tool 259 

specifically designed to represent in AR, by means of a portable electronic device, the 3D 260 

model of the project in the construction site or in any other environment. As a result, the 261 

virtual model (and its attached attributes) can be seen superposed to the real scenario of the 262 

construction site taken by the camera (Fig.  2). The application permits interaction with the 263 

virtual objects on the screen, representing existing elements of the environment, already built 264 



elements of the project or future elements still to be erected. Therefore, it is possible to obtain 265 

real-time information about all the elements represented by the digital device, such as spatial 266 

characteristics (position, geometry, interior not in-sight dispositions, etc.), physical properties 267 

(material, volume, weight, etc.), construction schedule, history, technical comments by the 268 

project team, etc. The amount of information retrieved on the screen is defined by the 269 

designer, because the project documentation can be updated continuously in a server and 270 

gathered by the application if it is connected directly to the internet.  271 

 272 

Fig.  2. On-site verification of a concrete structure with CEsARe 273 

Overall, CEsARe is conceived essentially for outdoor applications and must respond to some 274 

technical and functional requirements that allow its use on-site in any construction project: i) 275 

accurate real-time geo-location, orientation, integration of real-time data and information 276 

streaming; ii) correct and stable virtual information overlaying real-time camera images; iii) 277 

complete real-time field reporting, giving the user updated and enhanced information of the 278 



elements shown on the screen; iv) multi-platform application, ready to run on several 279 

operating systems including Windows, Mac OS, Linux, IOS and Android. 280 

3.2. Functional scheme of CEsARe, the MAR application  281 

 282 

Fig.  3. Scheme of the functioning of CEsARe, the MAR application  283 

Fig.  3 represents the functional scheme of CEsARe. From left to right, the first step is to create 284 

the model of the elements from 3D CAD or 4D BIM data, generating and geo-locating a virtual 285 

scene that has to be implemented with all the information available for the user. Then, the 286 

virtual models and the additional information (images, texts, web pages, documents, etc.) 287 

have to be stored in a web server, permitting access to the authorized users of the application. 288 

Information and virtual data can be downloaded in real-time from the server in such a way 289 

that it can be previously added to the repository by another designer at the studio and, from 290 

then on, can also be incorporated to the mobile device via 3G/4G or Wi-Fi. This quick-response 291 



function allows the user to ask for changes to the technical office that can be visualized in the 292 

application almost immediately.  293 

The mobile device can receive continuous information about its position via GPS, either 294 

directly through the internal GPS receiver (uncorrected location data) or indirectly by 295 

Bluetooth from an external GPS collector, providing higher accuracy (corrected location data). 296 

This auxiliary GPS device requires data connection, which can be provided by the mobile 297 

device using tethering over Wi-Fi or directly by means of a 4G connection.  298 

Therefore, for obtaining an accurate superposition of the virtual models over the reality 299 

captured by the mobile camera, four main challenges had to be fulfilled: i) generation of the 300 

virtual scene in an AR platform after modelling it by means of CAD or BIM, ii) exact geo-301 

location of the device, iii) correct orientation of the scene and iv) precise overlaying or 302 

superposition of the virtual models over the real image through the camera lens. 303 

3.3. Generation of the AR scene 304 

The need of creating a multi-platform application led, among other factors, to choose Unity 305 

3D (Unity Technologies 2015) as the AR engine for developing it. Unity 3D allows the 306 

deployment of the code in C# or JavaScript to the full range of mobile, VR, desktop, Web, 307 

Console and TV platforms. Nevertheless, all the different tests and trials for this work have 308 

been performed on Android operating system with a tablet Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 9.7”.  309 

In order to produce the full virtual scene for the implementation of each project, it is necessary 310 

to generate and locate the 3D models previously, which can be imported to the scene in 311 

different formats. For this project, Autodesk Civil 3D was used to create the BIM models of 312 

the linear infrastructures. Then, after a post-processing phase, they have been segregated 313 

upon certain criteria, e.g. constructions phase, material, type of infrastructure, etc. 314 

Subsequently, these virtual objects have been converted to OBJ because this format permits 315 



importing them before compiling in the engine platform or after the compilation, in run-time 316 

on the actual MAR application.  317 

3.4. Geo-location: accuracy test and assessment 318 

The combination of position and orientation is referred to as the pose of an object or user. 319 

MAR applications make use of two methods of tracking and registration: sensor-based and 320 

vision-based tracking systems. The method using the combination of both of them is defined 321 

as hybrid tracking system (Chatzopoulos et al. 2017). Vision-based applications are difficult to 322 

be run on wearables due to their limited GPUs capacities, therefore CEsARe only uses sensor-323 

based orientation. This section explains how to obtain the position or geo-location using 324 

electromagnetic methods (GPS), while the next section will deal with the orientation by means 325 

of inertial-based methods.  326 

The accuracy of the position of the user is essential in MAR. Therefore, this goal has been 327 

achieved by means of Real Time Kinematic (RTK) satellite navigation, already used in other 328 

projects (Höllerer et al. 2001; Schall, Zollmann, and Reitmayr 2013; Dong and Kamat 2013). 329 

RTK is a technique used to improve the precision of position data derived from satellite-based 330 

positioning systems (Global Navigation Satellite Systems, GNSS) such as GPS, GLONASS and 331 

Galileo, thus providing submetric-level accuracy.  332 

CEsARe offers three different ways to geo-locate the user: i) Static coordinates, either pre-333 

established or set by the user on the way. ii) Internal GPS sensor of the mobile device. iii) 334 

External GPS collector.  The first option allows the users to manually introduce the coordinates 335 

of their position, from which the scene must be observed. The second option lets the users to 336 

move around the scene, although the accuracy of this positioning is quite low, around 6 m in 337 

horizontal. For the last option, a Trimble Geo 7X has been used, an integrated, rugged, and 338 

high-accuracy GNSS handheld device that enables faster and productive geospatial data 339 



collection. It achieves high accuracy in real-time with the reliance of a traditional reference 340 

station-based infrastructure or VRS network, providing internet-delivered, centimeter to sub-341 

meter GNSS positioning horizontal accuracy wherever cellular communications are available. 342 

In order to perform real-time GNSS corrections, the external GPS collector receives data 343 

streams from the supporting broadcaster of the area, via NTRIP (Networked Transport of 344 

RTCM via Internet Protocol).  The program handles the HTTP communication and transfers 345 

received GNSS data to a RTK application. Once the location has been calculated and corrected, 346 

it is sent via Bluetooth in NMEA (National Marine Electronics Association) format. The GGA 347 

sentence sends, within a certain frequency (e.g. 1 second), the complete PVT (position, 348 

velocity, time) along with some other parameters. CEsARe is able to receive and process those 349 

NMEA sentences in real-time and, thus, locate the position of the user within a theoretical 350 

horizontal accuracy of approximately 2 cm + 1 ppm HRMS (Horizontal Root-Mean-Square 1-351 

sigma). 352 

3.4.1. Test No. 1: Geo-location precision with GPS and RTK 353 

Fig.  4 and Fig.  5 show an experiment carried out in the test field of the School of Civil 354 

Engineering of Santander, where control points between P100 and P109 (Fig.  6) were 355 

horizontally located according their X and Y UTM coordinates (obtained within-centimeter 356 

precision by means of topographical tools) and compared with the horizontal measurements 357 

taken with the GPS handheld device (without additional external antenna nor survey rod). Fig.  358 

4 shows that the average measurements are not always inside the limits of the precision 359 

contour in X and Y coordinates (3 cm, for a theoretical distance with the RTK base station of 360 

10 km), reaching sometimes differences up to 5.5 cm with theoretical values (coordinate Y of 361 

P101). Vertical accuracy is always worse, with differences in elevations compared to 362 



theoretical values up to nearly 10 cm (coordinate Z of P109). However, the standard deviations 363 

are mostly under 3 cm in horizontal and under 5 cm in vertical, after taking 50 measurements 364 

at each point (Fig.  5). 365 

 366 

 367 

Fig.  4. Precision test using a GPS handheld device with 2 cm + 1ppm HRMS. 368 



 369 

 370 

Fig.  5. Standard deviations of measurements of coordinates X, Y and Z in the survey points. 371 



3.5. Orientation: evaluation of magnetometer and gyroscope 372 

Once the mobile device is correctly geo-located in place, it is necessary to know where it is 373 

focusing at. Therefore, one of the main challenges of the MAR is the correct orientation of the 374 

mobile device in the real scene with regard to the six degrees of freedom, e.g. position X, Y, Z 375 

and rotations around these axis: pitch, yaw (or heading) and roll respectively (Fig.  6).  376 

 377 

Fig.  6. Principal axis in the mobile device (X, Y, Z) and its main rotations (Pitch, Yaw and Roll), positioned 378 

in the control point P104 of the test field, in front of control points P100 to P102. 379 

When using sensor-based methods, this performance is dependent on the quality and 380 

accuracy of the built-in MEMS sensors (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) of the device 381 

(gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometer). These sensors allow the application to know 382 

which vector represents the sightline from the user’s position, and thus it would facilitate to 383 

overlay the virtual model over the real scene captured by the device camera. However, the 384 

Magnetic, Angular Rate, and Gravity (MARG) signals are affected by environmental 385 

electromagnetic influences and by the limited precision of the built-in sensors. As a result, 386 

there could arise two main kind of inaccuracies: i) orientation is not perfectly aligned with the 387 



magnetic or true north because magnetometers suffer from noise, jittering and temporal 388 

magnetic influences (Schall, Mulloni, and Reitmayr 2010) and ii) there could exist a drift of the 389 

3D models related to the background camera image (Schall, Zollmann, and Reitmayr 2013). 390 

Related to the first issue, the magnetometer of a high-end mobile device may have a precision 391 

of not less than ±2 degrees, which could be insufficient accuracy for some measuring purposes.  392 

3.5.1. Test No. 2: Magnetometer precision 393 

Fig.  7 shows an orientation test carried out with a tablet Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 9.7”. The 394 

experiment consisted on measuring the values of the magnetic North during one minute (400 395 

values in total) when the tablet was oriented to the geographical North. Those values were 396 

converted to true North by means of adding the magnetic declination (0° 58’ W in Santander 397 

in August 2017). The graph shows five sets of measurements, separated by pauses of 30”, 398 

without changing the mobile device position and orientation. The instability of its internal 399 

compass can be proved, with range deviation of 2.1, 3.3, 2.7, 2.6 and 2.8 degrees for sets 1 to 400 

5 respectively and standard deviations of 0.33, 0.52, 0.45, 0.51 and 0.43 respectively. In this 401 

case, and for this mobile device, accuracy is not better than 9°. 402 

 403 



Fig.  7. Variation of geographic North depending on the accuracy of the magnetometer. 404 

3.5.2. Test No. 3: Influence of Pitch in North signal 405 

As can be seen in Fig.  8, pitching also influences the reading of the magnetic sensor (which 406 

only measures one axis), while the yaw or heading is constant. Therefore value of the North 407 

signal is not constant when tilting the mobile device; the graph shows the variation of the 408 

angle with the magnetic North starting at different values (heading N20, N125, N170, N190 409 

and N320, where N20 means heading 20° North) when the mobile device is rotated along its 410 

X axis, varying the pitch from 0° (looking forward) to 90° (looking downward). This variation is 411 

not consistent, increasing in some cases (N190 and N320) and decreasing in others (starting 412 

N20, N125 and N170), changing the North signal in only 15° (N20) or up to 160° (N170). Finally, 413 

another limitation is that the signal from the magnetometer is not smooth and shows a lot of 414 

trepidation, which can be appreciated in Fig.  8, where some lines are broken and spasmodic 415 

(N190, N170). 416 

 417 

Fig.  8. Influence of the Pitch signal over the North signal 418 



Related to the second issue, the angular rate, gyroscopes suffer the characteristic “drift” effect, 419 

a bias that appears after integration as an angular drift, increasing rise linearly over time. 420 

Several solutions have been applied over the years to solve this problem, based on algorithms 421 

combining the data provided by all the sensors, especially accelerometer and gyroscope, 422 

obtaining Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) that can be used to define the correct orientation 423 

of the device. Some of this procedures are based on the Kalman filter (in extended or discrete 424 

versions), which act as sensor fusion and data fusion algorithms (Schall, Mulloni, and Reitmayr 425 

2010). Another common option is using the complementary filter, simpler than Kalman’s and 426 

involving less computation (Goslinski, Nowicki, and Skrzypczynski 2015; Higgins 1975), which 427 

uses the data from the gyroscope on the short term (high accuracy and independency of 428 

external forces) and the data from the accelerometer on the long term (it does not drift). In 429 

short, accelerometer and gyroscope can compensate for each other in the frequency domain 430 

(Wu et al. 2016). However, even using these fusion algorithms, error of the sensors can reach 431 

values close to 2 degrees (Schall, Zollmann, and Reitmayr 2013), which can have a strong 432 

influence on the accuracy of the screen registration. 433 

The limitation of the previously mentioned filters is that the signals provided by the 434 

accelerometer are not suitable for calculating the yaw (or heading), because gravity conditions 435 

do not change when rotating the mobile device around Y axis. Moreover, its computational 436 

implementation, especially the Kalman filter, is not very simple and straightforward. Other 437 

methods used for compensating the drift are based on visual tracking (Chatzopoulos et al. 438 

2017), giving place to the hybrid tracking methods, although they need more complex 439 

computational resources.  440 

Therefore, in this work, a more direct and adequate approach has been taken: the Drift-441 

Vibration-Threshold function (DVT). The main advantage of this method is that it is less 442 



computationally expensive than the others and it does not require a time-consuming effort 443 

for being implemented. The Kalman Filter and its derivations require to perform several matrix 444 

multiplications, additions, subtractions, transpositions and inversions, being the total time 445 

complexity of a single application O(n2.376) (Neto et al. 2009). Young (2009) simulated both the 446 

Kalman and the Complementary filters, and the latter performed up to nine times faster than 447 

the former. Our DVT algorithm deals with n-digit numbers rather than matrices, performing 448 

only two comparisons, three multiplications and one square-root for each step (Eqs. 1, 2). The 449 

total time complexity of these arithmetic functions (used by the DVT function) is, therefore, 450 

considerably lower than matrix algebra functions (Knuth 1993). 451 

For the DVT function, two variables define the sensitivity of the IMU: the Drift Threshold (dTh) 452 

and the Vibration Threshold (vTh). The former defines the minimum value of the gyroscope 453 

angular rate that is not considered drift effect; the latter defines the minimum value of the 454 

accelerometer signal that is not considered a trepidation or involuntary trembling. It has been 455 

experimented that, in most cases, the drift affects only to the yaw (rotation along the Y axis). 456 

Therefore, both thresholds are used to define the yaw variation (ΔYw) of the camera according 457 

the following step function: 458 

∆𝑌𝑤(𝑣𝑇ℎ, 𝑑𝑇ℎ) = {

0 →  if (∆𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑋𝑍 ≤ 𝑣𝑇ℎ) and (∆𝐺𝑦 ≤ 𝑑𝑇ℎ)

∆𝐺𝑦 · 𝑑𝑡 → if (∆𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑋𝑍 > 𝑣𝑇ℎ) or (∆𝐺𝑦 > 𝑑𝑇ℎ)
 Eq.  1 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑋𝑍 = √𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑋2 + 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑍2 Eq.  2 

being accX and accZ the values of the accelerometer in the X and Z axes respectively, ΔaccXZ 459 

the increment of the resultant of both accelerations, ΔGy the increment of the gyroscope 460 

signal in the Y axis, dt the increment of time at each step, dTh the drift threshold and vTh the 461 

vibration threshold. 462 



3.5.3. Test No. 4: Panning test for the DVT function 463 

Fig.  9 represents a panning test (swiveling the mobile device around Y axis, on a tripod, turning 464 

left – right – left) keeping it motionless at the beginning and between rotations. It is possible 465 

to observe the drift effect of the gyroscope, as the Original GyroY changes its value even when 466 

the device is stopped (this effect is more evident at the start). The Corrected GiroY shows the 467 

result of the signal after applying the DVT function, fixing the sensor bias when the variations 468 

of GyroY and accelerations are very low, but adjusting it in other case. It is also possible to 469 

observe the correspondence between the actual swiveling of the device and the value of the 470 

increment of AccXZ over the Vibration Threshold (vTh). The results show that the DVT function 471 

is able to eliminate the drift effect of the original gyroscope signal, which reaches average 472 

deviations up to -0.415°/sec (first plateau) and values of 0.072, -0.104 and 0.052 °/sec in the 473 

following segments of Fig.  9. 474 

 475 

Fig.  9. Comparison of the signal from the gyroscope in the Y axis before and after being processed with 476 

the DVT function, selecting two different sets of values for dTh and vTh (in red and green). 477 



3.6. Cameras: correspondence of real and virtual projections 478 

Once the MAR device has been correctly geo-located and orientated, there may be some 479 

misalignments between the contours of the real objects and the virtual objects. In Fig.  10 it is 480 

possible to observe these small inconsistencies at the superimposition of the virtual elements, 481 

where the diagonal line of the fill is properly aligned at the left-hand side of the screenshot, 482 

while at the right-hand side the virtual water tower (in red) is slightly displaced compared to 483 

the location of the real water tower (in white). This, assuming that the virtual models are 484 

correctly generated and positioned in the scene, can be due to two sources of error: i) 485 

different projection parameters of real and virtual cameras and ii) distortion of the image due 486 

to the real camera lens. 487 

 488 

Fig.  10. Misalignments in the scene between the virtual and real objects. 489 



Projection 490 

Virtual projection of a 3D scene onto a 2D plane on the AR engine is achieved through a 491 

perspective projection camera (Unity Technologies 2015). Therefore, it was necessary to apply 492 

the same projection model of the real camera to the virtual camera configured in the AR 493 

engine.  494 

The first concern affects specially to the angular field of view (AFoV). Even though some 495 

mobile devices identify the optical characteristics of their built-in cameras, sometimes the 496 

specifications are not reliable or unambiguous enough to be included as input data in the MAR. 497 

For instance, the AFoV can be different in horizontal and vertical axes, depending on the 498 

proportions of the screen or sensor. Therefore, CEsARe lets the user define both parameters: 499 

vertical AFoV and horizontal/vertical proportion of the virtual scene. 500 

3.6.1. Test No. 5: Angular Field of View of the camera 501 

These parameters were calculated on the device camera by means of an empirical test and 502 

then implemented on the virtual camera by editing the default projection matrix (Unity 503 

Technologies 2015) of the virtual camera. The experiment was very simple, based on capturing 504 

with the camera a tabulated grid from different distances and thus obtaining the angular size 505 

of the view cone. It was observed that AFoV changed depending on the distance to the 506 

panorama captured by the real camera, being slightly wider when the tabulated grid was 507 

further (Fig.  11). In fact, it could be observed that in all the cases the squares of the tabulated 508 

grid appeared more expanded at the edges of the picture than at the center. It was thus 509 

concluded that the most influent deviation had to be originated by the distortion produced by 510 

the lens, which will be analyzed in the following section. 511 

 512 



  513 

Fig.  11. Variation of the angular fields of view of the device real camera depending on the working 514 

distance to the target. 515 

Distortion 516 

It is well known that optical lens may produce deviation from rectilinear projection, arising to 517 

a deformation of the image captured by the device camera. The most commonly encountered 518 

distortions are radially symmetric, classified as either barrel, pincushion or moustache 519 

distortions, depending on the shape of the optical aberration. The deformation of the image, 520 

especially in its perimeter, modifies the theoretical AFoV and makes it impossible to measure 521 

angles and distances. Additionally, it creates some misalignments between the real and virtual 522 

objects of the scene, which is more relevant for this application. 523 

3.6.2. Test No. 6: Distortion of the camera lens 524 

Therefore, it was necessary to define the distortion of the device camera and apply it to the 525 

virtual camera. To do so, it was used the Brown-Conrady distortion model (Brown 1966), 526 

calculating the parameters that rule the angular and tangential distortions produced by the 527 

lens by means of a Matlab Toolbox (Bouguet 2015). Fig.  12 shows the complete distortion 528 



model of the camera of the tablet Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 9.7”, its calibration parameters 529 

(focal length, principal point and the skew, radial and tangential coefficients) and the 530 

reprojection error. In the figure of the left hand-side, each arrow represents the effective 531 

displacement of a pixel induced by the lens distortion, being as much as 45 pixels in the left-532 

upper corner. This value represents, on a 2560x1920 px screen, a translation of the nearly 533 

2.8 % of the distance to the center point (the cross indicates the center of the image, and the 534 

circle the location of the principal point). The distortion map is predominantly radial, although 535 

not symmetrical, proving that the tangential component could not be possibly neglected. 536 

 537 

Fig.  12. a) Complete distortion model (tangential + radial) of the device camera; b) reprojection error 538 

of the calibration parameters; c) scenes for the experiment computed by the software. 539 

3.7. Quantitative evaluation of overlaying discrepancies 540 

The last experiment was carried out in the same test field, where virtual and real points were 541 

strategically positioned to calculate the overall accuracy of the superposition. Fig.  13 shows 542 

several scenes taken with CEsARe: above, there is a screenshot placing the mobile device at 543 



point P109 and targeting point P100; below, there is another view taken from point P104 and 544 

aiming P100. In both of them there are virtual flags overlaying the control points, remarked 545 

and amplyfied in the coloured rectangles. The images include information about the 546 

coordinates in pixels of both the real positions taken by the the camera (Pr) and the positions 547 

of the virtual flag bases (Pv). These coordinates were measured on the screeshots in a post-548 

processesing step. 549 

 550 

 551 



 552 

Fig.  13. Verification of the overlaying of the application from control points P109 (above) and P104 553 

(below), showing the coordinates (in pixels) of virtual flag bases (Pv) and real control points (Pr) with 554 

respect to upper-left screen axis (in blue) and central screen axis (in black). 555 

It should be stated that the deviation shown in pixels in a 2D image screenshot cannot be used 556 

to measure the real displacement of the virtual points with respect to the real points. The 557 

sightline between the observer and the virtual point holds infinite positions in the 3D space. 558 

It would be necessary to combine two or more different perspectives to calculate the actual 559 

position of the virtual point. However, in practice, it could not be possible because of two 560 

reasons: i) it is very unlikely that those sightlines intersect in a single point and ii) each one of 561 

those virtual points in the different pictures would be affected differently by the lens (they 562 

would be placed in different positions of the the distortion map). 563 



Therefore, in order to assess the deviation in real scale (not in screen pixels) of each sightline 564 

of a virtual point (Pv) with respect to the real position of that point taken by the camera (Pr), 565 

it is necessary to reverse the projection process. Real cameras are ruled by the symmetrical 566 

perspective projection, which is schematically represented in Fig.  14. The image shows the 567 

representation of a certain point P (corresponding in this case with P100) and the different 568 

reference systems that are taken into consideraton: i) absolute axes (Xw, Yw, Zw), 569 

corresponding to the world-coordinate frame (UTM x,y and z over sea level), ii) local axes  (Xv, 570 

Yv, Zv), corresponding to the viewing-coordinate system, referred to the center of projection 571 

(e.g. camera position) and iii) screen axes, corresponding to the coordinates in pixels, either 572 

referred to upper-left corner  (Xul, Yul, Zul) or center of the screen (Xcs, Ycs, Zcs). 573 

The methodology to obtain the transformation of world to screen coordinates (Hearn and 574 

Baker 2011) is illustrated in the real scene of Fig.  14: the camera of the mobile device is 575 

located at the projection reference point (Pprp), over the point P109; the camera is aiming the 576 

reference point (Pref), in this scene the point P102, therefore the middle axis of the frustum 577 

(view pyramide) is aligned with that point.  578 

The transformation from world to viewing coordinates is achived by two steps: i) Translating 579 

the viewing-coordinate origin to the origin of the world coordinate system, by means of a 580 

Translation matrix T; and ii) Alingning the viewing axes (Xv, Yv, Zv) with the world axes (Xw, 581 

Yw, Zw), by means of a Rotation matrix R.  582 

 583 



 584 

Fig.  14. Symmetrical perspective projection of a real camera and reference systems for perspective 585 

transformations. 586 

The viewing-coordinate origin is at world position Pprp = (Xprp, Yprp, Zprp), thus the 587 

translation matrix T in homogeneous coordinates is defined as: 588 

𝐓 = [

1 0 0 −𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑝
0 1 0 −𝑌𝑝𝑟𝑝
0 0 1 −𝑍𝑝𝑟𝑝
0 0 0 1

] Eq.  3 

Homogeneous coordinates are a system of coordinates used in projective geometry, where 589 

any point, including points at infinity, can be represented using finite coordinates. The rotation 590 

matrix R that superimposes the viewing axes onto the world frame is defined by the unit 591 

vectors u, v, and n as follows: 592 

𝐑 =

[
 
 
 
𝑢𝑥 𝑢𝑦 𝑢𝑧 0

𝑣𝑥 𝑣𝑦 𝑣𝑧 0

𝑛𝑥 𝑛𝑦 𝑛𝑧 0

0 0 0 1]
 
 
 
 Eq.  4 

  593 



The unit vector n comes from the vector N (Eq. 5), being N =  (Pprp - Pref) the direction for the 594 

Zv axis. V is the view-up vector, which in our case should be (0,0,1) if the camera is correctly 595 

balanced with null roll. Then, u is defined as a unit vector perpendicular to both v and n (Eq. 596 

6). Finally, v is the cross product of n and u (Eq. 7). 597 

𝐧 =  
𝐍

|𝐍|
= (𝑛𝑥, 𝑛𝑦, 𝑛𝑧) Eq.  5 

𝐮 = 
𝐕 ×  𝐍

|𝐕 ×  𝐍|
= (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦, 𝑢𝑧) 

Eq.  6 

𝐯 =  𝐧 × 𝐮 = (𝑣𝑥 , 𝑣𝑦, 𝑣𝑧) Eq.  7 

The transformation from viewing to perspective-projection coordinates is defined by the 598 

following perspective matrix: 599 

𝐌𝐩 = 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 𝑐𝑜𝑡 (

𝜃
2
)

𝐴𝑅
0 0 0

0 𝑐𝑜𝑡 (
𝜃

2
) 0 0

0 0
𝑍𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 + 𝑍𝑓𝑎𝑟

𝑍𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 − 𝑍𝑓𝑎𝑟

2 · 𝑍𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 · 𝑍𝑓𝑎𝑟

𝑍𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 − 𝑍𝑓𝑎𝑟
0 0 −1 0 ]

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Eq.  8 

Being θ the field-of-view angle of the cone of vision of the camera, and AR the Aspect Ratio 600 

(width / height) of the view plane. Znear and Zfar are the distances from the projection 601 

reference point (Pprp) to the near clipping plane and the far clipping plane of the frustum view 602 

volume.  603 

The transformation from perspective-projection coordinates to screen pixels (referred to the 604 

center of the screen) is defined by the following matrix: 605 

𝐒𝐂𝐒 = 

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑥𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

2
0 0

𝑥𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑥𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

2

0
𝑦𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑦𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

2
0

𝑦𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑦𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

2
0 0 1/2 1/2
0 0 0 1 ]

 
 
 
 
 

 Eq.  9 



Being xVmax=w/2, xVmin=-w/2, yVmax=h/2 and yVmin=-h/2 the corner positions of the 606 

screen, defined by the resolution of the screen in pixels.  607 

Finally, the last transformation changes coordinates from center-screen (Xcs, Ycs, Zcs) to 608 

upper-left-screen  (Xul, Yul, Zul) referenced pixels, as measured in most image editor software. 609 

It is necessary to translate the origin of coordinates and to mirror the Y axis, so the 610 

transformation matrix is defined by: 611 

𝑺𝑼𝑳 = [

1 0 0 −𝑤/2
0 −1 0 ℎ/2
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

] Eq.  10 

The complete transformation from world coordinates to upper-left screen coordinates is the 612 

composite matrix formed by concatening all the previous transformation matrices (Eq.  1, Eq.  613 

2, Eq.  6, Eq.  7, Eq.  8): 614 

M = SUL · SCS · Mp · R · T Eq.  11 

It is possible now to reverse this transformation and to obtain the world coordinates of the 615 

virtual flag base of any point (PvWC), whose coordinates in upper-left-screen pixels (PvUL) are 616 

known because they can be measured on the image:  617 

PvUL = M · PvWC   →  PvWC = M - 1 · PvUL Eq.  12 

Pv𝑧 = −Zv = −
h

2
· cot(θ/2) Eq.  13 

The screen coordinates of the images have only 2 dimensions, so for obtaining the conversion 618 

to the viewing coordinates it is needed to add a third one: the distance from the Pprp to the 619 

plane of view (Zv), directly calculated in Eq.  13 from the height of screen resolution h and the 620 

vertical field of view θ. When operating with matrices of dimension 4x4, points are expressed 621 

in homogeneous coordinates, being complemented so with the number one as the forth 622 

element, e.g. PvUL = (Pvx, PvY, -Zv, 1). 623 



The sightline between the view point and the representation of the virtual flag on the screen 624 

is now defined by the vector Pprp-PvWC, which in the Fig.  14 is represented by the line 625 

connecting Pprp and Pv. It is possible, therefore, to measure the distance between the real 626 

point P and this sightline (Pprp-Pv), by calculating the shortest distance between point and 627 

line (segment P-Pv’ in Fig.  14): 628 

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (P, Pv′) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑃, 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑝 𝑃𝑣̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)  =  
|(Pprp −  Pv) × (P −  Pv)|

|(Pprp −  Pv)|
 Eq.  14 

We consider this value as the deviation in world coordinates of the superposition between 629 

two points for a certain scene. However, due to the distortion is different depending on the 630 

position of the screen, the deviation of a point can be different depending on the scene. 631 

Therefore, several scenes are needed to better assess the deviation on the superposition, 632 

which imposes another problem because, in the general case, a set of sightlines will not 633 

intersect at a single point. Consequently, in the following, we propose the least-squares 634 

intersection of lines (Traa 2013) as the methodology to calculate the point that better fits the 635 

intersection of the sightlines (Pprp-Pv). A least-squares solution minimizes the sum of 636 

perpendicular distances from the unique solution point to all the sightlines.  637 

Let’s say that we have k different scenes where the point P is observable. For a certain scene 638 

j, there are the following elements:  Pprpj are the homogeneous coordinates of the projection 639 

reference point of the scene (camera location), Pvj are the coordinates of the virtual flag base 640 

of point P, Hj is the vector between Pprpj and Pvj (sightline of point Pvj), and hj is its unit vector. 641 

According to Traa (2013), the point Ṗ that minimizes the sum of perpendicular distances to 642 

the sightlines of the k scenes is the solution to the following linear system of equations: 643 

𝐑 · Ṗ = 𝐪 Eq.  15 



𝐑 = ∑(𝑰 − 𝐡𝑗

𝑘

𝑗=1

· 𝐡𝑗
𝑇)  , 𝐪 = ∑(𝐈 − 𝐡𝑗

𝑘

𝑗=1

· 𝐡𝑗
𝑇) · 𝐏𝐩𝐫𝐩𝑗 Eq.  16 

Finally, we propose two values for estimate the superposition accuracy of the application: 644 

- DL-SQ: Distance between the optimum point achieved at the least-squares solution (Ṗ) 645 

and the real position of the point (P).  646 

- DM: Maximum distance between the sightlines (Pprp-Pv) and the real position of the 647 

point (P), calculated in Eq.  14. 648 

Summarizing, the quantitative evaluation, in world coordinates, of overlying discrepancies on 649 

the screen is based on the analysis of the scenes and the comparison between the real 3D 650 

position of certain elements and their virtual 2D projections on the screen. These are the steps 651 

to be followed in order to perform for estimating the evaluation on any AR application: 652 

1) Identifying the intrinsic parameters of the mobile device:  653 

a) Resolution of the screen (in pixels), (e.g. height h, width w and aspect ratio 654 
AR=w/h) to be used in eq. 8, 9, 10 and 13. 655 

b) Angular field of view of the camera (θ), to be used in eq. 8 and 13. 656 

c) Distances to the near and far clipping plane (Znear and Zfar) of the frustum 657 
view volume, to be used in eq. 8. 658 

2) Identifying the position, in 3D world coordinates, of the mobile device camera 659 
(Pprp), to be used in eq. 3. 660 

3) Identifying the position, in 3D world coordinates, of the point aimed by the camera 661 
at the center of the screen (Pref), to be used in eq. 5 and 6.  662 

4) Identifying the orientation of the mobile device, especially the view-up vector (V) 663 
obtained from the roll angle, to be used in eq. 6. 664 

5) Obtaining the global transformation matrix (eq. 11) from world coordinates to 665 
coordinates in upper-left-screen pixels. 666 

6) Identifying the 2D position on the screen (in pixels) of the real elements to be 667 
evaluated (Pr, the real camera representation) and their respective virtual flags (Pv, 668 
the virtual AR representation), to be used in eq. 12. 669 

7) Identifying the position, in 3D world coordinates, of the real elements of the scene 670 
(P), to be used in eq. 14.  671 



8) Calculating the shortest distance, in 3D world coordinates, between the sightline 672 
(Pprp-Pv) and the position of the real element (P) (eq. 14). 673 

9) Applying steps 3 to 6 to several scenes, from different points of view, capturing one 674 
or several same points. 675 

10) Calculating the least-squares intersection of the sightline (Pprp-Pv) of each scene to 676 
find the point that better fits the intersection of those sightlines of a same point 677 
from different points of view (one for each scene) (eq. 15 and 16). 678 

 679 

Scene Pprp Pref PvUL PvCS V 
PvWC   
(Eq.  12) 

(Eq.  14)  
dist (P,Pv')  

(Eq.  15-16) 
 Ṗ 

DL-SQ 

dist (P, Ṗ) 

1 P109up 
(435399.046,                
4813482.273,                  
35.498) 

P100 
(435417.629, 
4813490.363, 
33.887) 

(609, 
762, 
 -1647) 

(-415, 6, 
 -1647) 

(0, 
-0.018, 
1) 

(436739.731,           
4814518.383,        
-82.171) 

0.085 

(435416.226, 
4813495.603, 

33.966) 
0.054 

2 P109up 
(435399.046,                
4813482.273,                  
35.498) 

P102 
(435413.663, 
4813496.695, 
33.974 

(1223, 
762, 
 -1647) 

(199, 6, 
 -1647) 

(0, 
0, 
1) 

(436705.196, 
4814499.319, -
72.170) 

0.066 

3 P104up 
(435420.14,                
4813484.445,                     
35.253) 

P100 
(435417.629, 
4813490.363, 
33.887) 

(1126, 
596, 
 -1647) 

(102, 
172, 
 -1647) 

(0.02, 
0, 
1) 

(434873.948, 
4815041.121, -
140.731) 

0.054 

Table 1.  Analysis of results for P101 for three different scenes. 680 

3.7.1. Test No. 7: Quantitative assessment of absolute distances of overlying flags 681 

The last experiment was carried out in the same test field of test No. 1, where virtual and real 682 

points were strategically positioned to calculate the overall accuracy of the superposition. 683 

This quantitative evaluation can be illustrated in the following example, taking into 684 

consideration three scenes (the first and third scenes shown in Fig.  13), taken with the tablet 685 

Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 (screen width w=2048, height h=1536, vertical field-of-view θ=50º). 686 

The point P chosen for the estimation of discrepancies is P101 (435416.240, 4813495.555, 687 

33.987), as this element is observable in the three screenshots. Table 1 exposes the initial 688 

parameters, conditions and final results after the calculations for every scene. It should be 689 

remarked that V is not always (0,0,1) exactly, as it depends on the levelling of the tripod. 690 

Attending to the outcomes, it can be concluded that the DL-SQ, the distance between the 691 



optimum point achieved at the least-squares solution (Ṗ) and the real position of the point (P), 692 

is 0.054 m (5.4 cm), while DM, the maximum distance between the sightlines (Pprp-Pv) and 693 

the real position of the point (P), is 0.085 m (8.5 cm). 694 

 695 

Scene Pprp Pref PvUL PvCS V 
PvWC   
(Eq.  12) 

(Eq.  14)  
dist (P,Pv')  

(Eq.  15-16) 
 Ṗ 

DL-SQ 

dist (P, Ṗ) 

1 P109up 
(435399.046,                
4813482.273,                  
35.498) 

P100 
(435417.629, 
4813490.363, 
33.887) 

(609, 
762, 
 -1647) 

(-415, 6, 
 -1647) 

(0, 
-0.018, 
1) 

(436739.731,           
4814518.383,        
-82.171) 

0.085 

(435416.226, 
4813495.603, 

33.966) 
0.054 

2 P109up 
(435399.046,                
4813482.273,                  
35.498) 

P102 
(435413.663, 
4813496.695, 
33.974 

(1223, 
762, 
 -1647) 

(199, 6, 
 -1647) 

(0, 
0, 
1) 

(436705.196, 
4814499.319, -
72.170) 

0.066 

3 P104up 
(435420.14,                
4813484.445,                     
35.253) 

P100 
(435417.629, 
4813490.363, 
33.887) 

(1126, 
596, 
 -1647) 

(102, 
172, 
 -1647) 

(0.02, 
0, 
1) 

(434873.948, 
4815041.121, -
140.731) 

0.054 

Table 1.  Analysis of results for P101 for three different scenes. 696 

 697 

4. Discussion and synthesis 698 

It has been stated that there are several sources of possible flaws that do not permit to obtain 699 

a perfect superposition of virtual models over their corresponding real entities. The synthesis 700 

of the results, including factors, methodology for contrast and evaluation, partial accuracy and 701 

remedial actions is presented in Table 2. 702 

 703 

 AR Scene Geo-location Orientation Cameras alteration 

Factors Coordinate 
reference system 
(ED50, ETRS89, 
WGS84, etc.), 
precision of 
modelled elements 
of the project 

Precision of GPS 
receiver, RTK 
corrections, 
environment 
conditions, 
meteorology. 
Precision of NMEA 
transmission. 

Precision and stability 
of magnetometer and 
gyroscope 

Lens of real camera. 
Virtual camera 
parameters: field of 
view, proportion 
ratio. 



Methodology 
for contrast and 
evaluation 

Comparison of 
virtual and real 
coordinates of 
elements on site. 

Survey and  
comparison with 
geo-located 
surveying points 

Magnetometer: 
Comparison with real 
North. 
Gyroscope: drift 
analysis 

Analysis of map of 
distortions and 
calculation of pixel 
deviation. 

Partial Accuracy 0 cm Under 6 cm in 
horizontal and 
under 10 cm in 
vertical. 
 

Magnetometer: Up to 
9° deviation with 
North. Gyroscope: drift 
up to 0.415°/sec 
 

Pixels in most 
deformed corner: 
45. 

Remedial 
actions 

Unnecessary. Use of more 
accurate GPS 
devices and 
antennas. Data 
transfer without 
NMEA restrictions. 

Gyroscope: DVT 
function, Kalman filter, 
complementary filter. 
Visual tracking. 
Magnetometer: 
manual calibration by 
visual superposition 

Implementation of 
reverse distortion 
on the AR engine 
code. 

Table 2. Synthesis of factors in the AR application  704 

 705 

For the case of geo-location, it is possible to obtain accurate results in coordinates X and Y 706 

that do not affect the general precision of the system when the application is not used for very 707 

short distances. This was stated by moving the external GPS collector up to 5 cm and checking 708 

that the overlaying was exactly the same. However, a precision of 5 cm in horizontal and 10 709 

cm in vertical could be not accurate enough for applying AR technologies in short distances or 710 

for identifying small elements on site. Moreover, it has been clearly proved that, in terms of 711 

geo-location, vertical accuracy is always the most disruptive input. 712 

One of the main limitations of this study is the problem with the inaccuracy of the orientation, 713 

although it can be corrected under certain circumstances. The drift effect of the gyroscope 714 

can be completely eliminated by means of the DVT function when using a tripod in a static 715 

orientation and position. However, when holding the mobile device in the hands, it is not as 716 

efficient as the Kalman Filter or the Complementary Filter (because some users’ shakings over 717 

the vibration threshold are filtered as movements rather than as jerking). The other limitation 718 

was due to the inaccuracy of the magnetometer, which does not let automatically orientate 719 

the scene in horizontal with enough precision. This issue is solved by using pre-existing real 720 



entities as guides that should be aligned with their corresponding virtual models. This 721 

operation is manual and delicate, and for that reason it should be essential to find another 722 

method to obtain an automatic and precise orientation of the scene (e.g. visual-based tracking 723 

methods).  724 

Camera alterations are mainly due to lens distortion, which imposes another limitation to this 725 

study. According to the overlaying test of scene 1 shown in Fig.  13 (above), the distortion on 726 

the point P102 is 18 px. This deviation is very close to the distorsions discovered on the lens 727 

of the device camera at that position of the screen (Fig.  12). However, the translation of the 728 

virtual flag bases (Pv) with respect to the real control points (Pr) does not follow the map of 729 

distorsions reproduced in Fig.  12; for example, for that same point P102, distortions are not 730 

only horizontal but also vertical. The explanation could be, again, that the precision of the 731 

position of the control points in altimetrics is not good enough and the virtual flags are 732 

consequently not positioned correctly along the Z axis. This should be studied more deeply. 733 

After this analysis has been performed, it would be advisable to understand better and to 734 

correct those distortions automatically in real time. This could be done by warping the image 735 

with a reverse distortion by means of coding applied to the AR engine, which could be 736 

achieved by using certain methodologies (de Villiers, Leuschner, and Geldenhuys 2008). 737 

However, it could also be possible that computational correction of optical distortions could 738 

produce more delay-induced registration error than the distortion error it corrects (Holloway 739 

1997). 740 

CEsARe permits to correct some of these inaccuracies, either manual or automatically. For 741 

instance, the most disruptive data provided by the GPS, the elevation Z, can be corrected 742 

easily by the user by means of tactile controls on the screen. In terms of orientation, the North 743 

heading can also be adjusted by the user manually and the drift can be eliminated 744 



automatically by applying the DVT function when the mobile device reposes statically on a 745 

tripod.  746 

5. Conclusions 747 

In this paper, it has been shown that Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) can be very useful to 748 

improve and accelerate specific tasks within Architecture, Engineering and Construction, and 749 

Facility Management (AEC/FM) projects. Some of its applications could give valuable input to 750 

on-site planning, interactive data identification, and on-site visualizations. 751 

We have exposed several techniques and methodologies to respond to the main challenges 752 

proposed at the beginning of the project: i) obtaining an accurate real-time geo-location, ii) 753 

showing correct and stable virtual information overlaying real-time camera images, iii) 754 

providing interactive real-time field reporting and iv) delivering it as a multi-platform 755 

application for many operative systems and interfaces. 756 

We further explained that one of the most important issues to resolve is the correct 757 

orientation of the mobile device related to the real scenario, because as has been widely 758 

proved, pure built-in sensor-based systems are not able to provide the required accuracy and 759 

performance without relying on a model of the environment. The focus of attention was also 760 

directed to the projection and distortion issues of the real and virtual cameras, which have to 761 

be addressed properly in order to achieve an accurate superimposition of the 3D models over 762 

the captured real scene.  763 

Two main contributions have been proposed in this paper. The first one is a new methodology 764 

to perform a quantitative evaluation, in world coordinates, of the overlaying discrepancies on 765 

the screen by calculating mathematically two indicators: i) the distance from any real point to 766 

the sightlines from the observer to the virtual projections of that point and ii) the distance 767 



between the real position of any point and the optimum point achieved by the least-squares 768 

solution for all the sightlines of that point in different scenes. 769 

The second original contribution is a new utility for filtering built-in sensor signals in mobile 770 

devices: the Drift-Vibration-Threshold function (DVT), a straightforward tool to filter the drift 771 

suffered by most sensor-based tracking systems. The DVT function corrects the sensor bias 772 

when the variations of the gyroscope and accelerator signals are under a certain threshold. 773 

Opportunities for future research of the current application are constantly explored and 774 

developed in different real AEC/FM projects. Special efforts are being addressed in two main 775 

directions: i) to improve the automatic orientation, by calibration of mobile device sensors 776 

and / or by vision-based tracking and ii) to automatically correct those inaccuracies after being 777 

estimated in real time.  778 
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